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Abstract: 

Choice data about recreational activities has usually been available for decisions made at 
a single point in time. Even when data has been collected over a long interval, analysis 
has generally ignored the impact of seasonality on the relative value of different 
attributes, treating all choices as the same. This paper looks at a panel of beach 
recreators from southern California and tests two possible reasons for seasonally 
changing preferences. We find that seasonal effects can have a substantial impact on 
the relative utility to the consumer of water quality and money. 



Models of consumer choice are central to the management of recreational 

resources, both for infrastructure development planning and damage assessment 

when human activities cause an interruption of availability of the resource to any 

group of users. Choice models get their information about human preferences 

either from responses to hypothetical questions or from the revealed behavior of 

experimental subjects - each approach has its advantages and disadvantages and 

its advocates and detractors. One thing that these approaches often have in 

common is that they typically look at consumers' behavior over a relatively brief 

time period -stated preference experiments generally take place at a single point 

in time, and while it is possible in principle to inquire about hypothetical choice 

behavior in the past or future, these types of questions are not usually asked. 

Revealed preference models can more naturally ask about past behavior, 

although they are subject to criticism about subjects' recall bias. When data are 

collected only for an isolated point in time, analysts must make explicit or 

implicit assumptions about the relationship of the choice behavior at that time to 

choices made in under other conditions. And these assumptions may undermine 

the applicability of the analysis to important problems. 

Analyses of consumer demand for market goods usually gather choice data from 

a panel over time, in part because it is relatively easy to assemble a panel and 

collect data on their purchases using, for example, supermarket checkout 

scanners. It is much more costly to assemble and track a panel of recreators 

over a long period of time, but an increasing number of studies are doing so. 

This is an important step forward, and it provides information which can 

improve the predictions of the economic models which are constructed from the 

data. When data is collected over an entire year, we can see how factors which 

change over time affect choices. For example, it is reasonable to assume that a 

family ~ 7 i t l 1  children might make different choices about which beach to use in 

the summer when time is relatively unconstrained than during the school year, 

when there are more scheduling conflicts. Models which are based on data that 



is not gathered over an entire season may miss important changes in the 

preference structure of the consumers, and drastically misstate the value of 

changes to the choice options. 

Even when panel data has been available, past models of recreational behavior 

have tended to assume that preferences were largely homogeneous across time. 

Working with a data set collected from a panel of Montana anglers over an entire 

year, Desvouges and Waters (1995,1996) and Train (1998) allowed seasonality to 

enter fishing site choices only through restricting the choice set to restrict 

seasonal closures. This paper looks at data collected over a 12 month period 

from a large panel of beach recreators in southern California, testing whether the 

assumption of unchanging preferences about beach attributes across seasons is 

valid. 

Causes for Seasonal Differences in Preferences 

If analysis shows that preferences appear to differ for two separate times of year, 

models will have to incorporate the causes for this heterogeneity if they are to 

accurately capture changes in demand and consumer welfare. Using random- 

parameter or discrete-support mixture models can improve the way a random 

utility model fits the data, but it offers no increase in predictive power. To make 

best use of the panel data, a model must incorporate as much exogenous 

information, including seasonal variation, as possible. 

People may value different aspects of beaches at different times of the year 

During the summer, when beach attendance is high, there may be social- 

interaction or people-watching externalities which make highly-developed 

beaches with more facilities more attractive. During the winter, wlhen the 

seasonal rains create runoff, consumers may pay more attenllon to the measures 

of water quality. Early sunsets in winter may make scenlc or rocky beaches more 



attractive to daytime recreators. The value of having a restaurant nearby might 

be reduced by sunset occurring significantly before a normal dinner hour. There 

are any number of reasons why attributes may have different values to 

consumers due to seasonal factors. 

It is also true that some people only go to the beach in the summer, and some 

only in the winter. Attitudes towar3 crowding, favorite waterfront activities, 

and other underlying individual preferences which are not directly observable 

will affect the choice of beach destinations. These preferences may also lead 

some recreators to go to the beach only in the summer or only in the winter. If 

people who only go to the beach in the winter have different preferences than 

people who only go in the summer, then a model which ignores the differences 

between these two classes of people will appear to show differences in 

preference between the two seasons, even if each class has preferences which do 

not change across the seasons - the change in the mixture of the panel at 

different times in the year will appear to be a seasonal change in preferences. 

This paper shows that the relative importance of various attributes of beaches is 

different in the summer and the winter, and shows that recreators who opt to use 

the beach only in certain seasons also have distinct preferences. 

Data 

A panel of individuals who reported that they had been to the beach within the 

past year was asked to record all beach visits and activities for 12 months 

beginning in December 1999. The panelists supplied their data in telephone 

interviews every two months. The panel was augmented halfway through the 

survey to compensate for attrition. Panelists answered a variety of yueslioris 

about household composition, education, income, past recreational behavior and 

other demographic information. If a panelist was hesitant to answer a given 



question they were kept in the survey since their other answers would be useful 

for some applications of the data. 

Panelists reported which of 43 activities they engaged in at each beach they 

visited during each two-month wave that they responded to. The beach 

destinations were identified by numeric codes, and were mapped to 53 defined 

beaches for which we have detailed-information about facilities, access, physical 

attributes and water quality. The beaches are identified by name in Table 1 

below. 

Table 1: Beaches used i n  Analysis 

oceansi de 
san onofre south 
san onofre North 
san clemente s ta te  
san Clemente City 
Poche Beach 
Ca istrano 
DO R eny 
sa l t  creek 
~ l i s o  creek 
Laguna 
Crystal Cove 
corona Del Mar 
sal boa 
Newport Beach 
santa Ana River 
Huntington s ta te  
Huntington C i t y  
~ o l s a  Chica 
sunset Beach 
surfside 
seal Beach 
Alamitos Bay 
Belmont Shores 

Pni  nt F o r m i  n 

28.  Royal Palms 
29. Abalone Cove 

Torrance 
~edondo 
Hermosa 
Manhattan 
~l segundo 
Dockwei ler  
Mother's Beach 
Venice 
santa Monica 
will Roaers 
~opanga- 
Las Tunas 
Malibu (surfrider) 
Dan Blocker (Corral) 
Point Dume 
Free Zuma 
zuma Beach 
El Matador 
La ~ i e d r a  
€1 Pescador 
Nicholas Canyon 
Leo Carrillo 
County Line 

Data is available for 46 attributes (other than water quality) of the beaches, 

although many of these are ~lnusable for a variety of reasons -for example, the 

indicator for the presence of tarballs does not seem to be reliable. A more 

complicated problem which arises with the large number of 0/1 indicator 

variables is exemplified by the fact that indicator for the presence of a marina 



near the beach and the indicator for whether the beach is in a harbor are nearly 

identical, so that including both allows the coefficients to be driven by the 

residuals on a just few beaches. Since these were felt to be important variables, 

we combined them into a single variable. 

Water quality data was collected by the organization Heal the Bay (HTB), and is 

in letter-grade format ranging from% to A+. Grades were available for the 

beaches for a selection of dates ranging from June 1998 to April 2001, although 

not all HTB stations reported grades for each date. There are two types of HTB 

grades - those for "dry" days and those for "wet" days, where the distinction 

involves the presence or absence of precipitation. Because there are not wet 

grades for each beach for each wave, we use only the dry grades for this analysis. 

We transformed these grades into a numerical scale, then constructed two 

measures which capture different aspects of quality. The first measure is an 

average of all HTB grades for a given beach for all dates in the same months as a 

given two-month wave, even if those measurements were in years other than the 

survey. This is an attempt to capture a general seasonal measure of quality that a 

user might expect. The other measure of quality is the minimum grade for any 

section of each beach, considering only the dates during the survey. This 

captures the effect of deviations from the expected quality. 

These variables supply a detailed picture of 51 beaches. We define two 

additional aggregated sites at the extreme northern and southern ends of the 

study area which are characterized only by alternative-specific constants, since 

covariates are unavailable for them. The northernmost site has an insufficient 

number of trips in the subset of data we use in this analysis for the relevant 

constant term to be estimated in all the necessary estimations, so we omit that 

site from our analysis and discard the 3 trips taken there. 



An economically useful choice model must incorporate a cost to each alternative, 

and we use the computer program PC-Miler to calculate the distances from the 

respondents' addresses to each beach. For most respondents we were able to 

locate their houses to within a city-block, a small number could only be located 

with zip-code accuracy. Although this has some potential to affect results 

(Bateman, et a1 1996), because of the larger unobservable component in the latent 

utility function which drives choice; the number of affected trips is small enough 

that we will ignore this issue. 

Not all panelists were used in this analysis. Since we are interested in comparing 

choice behavior across seasons, only panelists who responded to the survey for 

at least one winter wave and one summer wave were included. Wave I 

(December and January) and Wave 2 (February and March) were defined as 

winter, while summer was defined to consist of Wave 4 Uune and July) as well as 

Wave 5 (August and September). Because the replenishment panelists who 

augmented the sample were not recruited until Wave 4, they were ineligible for 

inclusion in this analysis. The survey allowed respondents to report multiple 

destinations on each trip, however few such trips were reported. Because it is 

impossible to determine the primary destination for these multi-beach trips, they 

are discarded from this analysis, which eliminated 2 (out of 468 non- 

replenishment) panelists and 158 (out of 3961) trips. Three trips to the 

northernmost beach, Point Mugu, and one panelist who only reported a trip to 

that destination were also eliminated. Out of 465 non-replenishment panelists 

who reported single-destination trips to places other than Point Mugu, 374 

responded to the survey in both summer and winter months, and were included 

here. 348 (93 percent) of these panelists gave addresses which could be 

precisely located, accounting for YO percent of trips 

The Model of Beach Choice 



With a Random Utility Model (RUM), consumers are assumed to look at all of 

the options in their choice set, calculate the utility derived from each choice, and 

select the option which gives them the most satisfaction. Typically, analysts 

assume a linear form to the utility function. So the utility derived from choice j 

by individual i is approximated by: 

where Z,, includes the attributes describing each choice, including arbitrary 

individual-specific preferences for sites. Obviously, the dimensionality of ZIj is 

very high in this formulation. The analyst, however, cannot know everything 

about every site and each individual's idiosyncratic preferences among them, 

and so is forced to assume that the utility is given by a simpler function of 

observable attributes X, common to the choices - that the panelists are 

approximated by a representative consumer, with stochastic error terms added 

on to capture both the idiosyncratic aspects of preferences and those 

representative parts of preferences due to unobserved attributes of the choices. 

So the analyst works with utilities given by: 

(2 )  U,, = X;* + , where *,, is a random variable. 
$1 

The model of choice behavior is completed with an assumption about the 

distribution of the random variable. The simplest and most widely used 

assumption is that the *,: are distributed independently and identically Gumbel 

(Type I Extreme Value). This gives rise to the Multinomial Logit model, and it is 

a relatively simple matter to estimate the parameter vector 0 .  There have been 

many generalizations of this model which give a richer structure to the 

covariance structure of the model, from the relatively simple approach of 

creating a hierarchy of related choices which allows some flexibilitv in the 



covariance structure, to the more complete approach of allowing the model 

parameters to be random variables, which can capture the effect of an arbitrary 

covariance matrix for the stochastic terms in the utility equation. 

This paper uses the most common model of recreational choice, the bINL model 

with fixed parameters. Standard errors are corrected to reflect the fact that 

observations from the same person are not independent, using a robust 

sandwich estimator to allow for clustering. 

The paper considers 4 models of consumer choice: 

1) Consumers have the same preferences, same in all seasons 

2) Consumers have the same preferences, but they differ in different seasons 

3) Classes of consumers, preferences not affected by seasons 

4) Classes of consumers, preferences affected by seasons 

The basic model of consumer choice includes a variety of variables which 

describe water quality and other beach attributes. It also contains variable which 

are interaction effects between the panelists' attributes and the beaches 

attributes. For example, it was suspected that people with children tended to 

choose Zuma beach, so a variable was created to capture that effect. We also 

assumed that people who participate in specific activities would obtain extra 

benefits from beaches which offer specialized amenities, so we created a class of 

variables to account for this. Table 2 below presents the results of the estimation 

of a model which ignore the seasonal effects and classes of users. 

Table 2 Coefficients i n  Latent U t i l i t y  Equation 
pooled seasons, pooled Panel 

I coef.  s t d .  Err .  z P>IzI 
................................ .... . .---. - -. 

c o s t  I -.0947851 ,0094624 -10.02 0.000 
,137535 ,0773747 1.78 0.075 

dgr  ,0657947 ,036671 wors tdYr  I 
1.79  0.073 

t idepoo s I 1,358741 ,3399951 4.00 0.000 
sandy I 1.833134 .5317106 3.45 0.001 



rocky 1 
beachclubs I 

condoshotels 1 
s t o res  I 

commercial I 
park ing  1 

s t reetpark-g 1 
b ikeped 1 

p layground I 
surferbeach 1 

showers I 
d 0 9 ~ 0 k  i 

p ? e r  I 
harbormarina I 

oilpumps I 
f i s h e r p i e r  I 

runpath I 
d i v e r d i v i n g  I 

kidszuma I 
oceansidedum I 

This is the basic model from which we build all the others. All coefficients have 

plausible signs, and the key coefficients on cost and quality are significant. The 

variables are described in appendix A. 

Having constructed a model of beach demand, we next ask if it generalizes 

across seasons. One way to do this is to estimate the model on the subset of 

observations which are in a certain season and test the hypothesis that the 

coefficients are the same as in the model estimated on the whole population. As 

an illustration of the need for covariates, table 3 below shows that for an 

extremely parsimonious model which includes only cost and water quality, we 

cannot reject this hypothesis. This is because the standard errors for quality are 

very large when all other covariates are omitted, which is not at all surprising. 

However, the hypothesis is clearly rejected for a more powerful model with all of 

the covariates. Note that the Chi-squared distributions have different degrees of 

freedom because one coefficient is not estimable using only summer trips. This 

result strongly suggests that the pooled model may need to be augmented with 

variables which capture the difference in parameter values in the different 

seasons. 

 able 3 Ho: Season Coefficients Are same as Pooled 



cost an- 
summer Trips 

I I 
A l l  covariates 1 

I I 

chi -square 
Cot.) -- 
0.68 

( 2 )  

winter Trips 

pr 

.7125 

, 

The sample contains 101 people who only went to the beach during the summer, 

68 who only went to the beach in the winter, and 182 who went in both summer 

and winter. 23 people only took trips in the spring and fall. It is possible that the 

seasonal differences are driven by different preferences in these classes of people. 

0.57 

(2) 

I I 

To determine whether these classes of people have distinct preferences we again 

estimate the model on subsets of the trips, this time on trips taken by classes of 

people defined by which seasons they chose to recreate. The results are 

summarized in Table 4 below. Again we fail to reject the hypotheses that the 

525 

0.0003 summer  rips - 

winter Trips 

coefficients are the same in the most parsimonious models which only include 

S . 6 0  

(24) 

cost and quality, but when we add in the full set of covariates, we reject the 

hypothesis that people who recreate in only in the summer or only in the winter 

56.81 

(25) 

have the same preferences as the pooled population. 

0003 

Table 4 Ho: Categories of Recreators' Coefficients Are Same as pooled 

Cost and ~ u a T i n i 7 e s  

I summer ~ecrea tor  

I win ter  ReCreator 

i 

chi-square 
(OF) 

6'236 
( 2 )  

3.79 
- 

0) 

pr 

I 

0.6519 

0.1506 



We have previously noted how different preferences by people who recreate 

exclusively in certain seasons could cause it to appear that preferences in the 

combined sample change across seasons, even if the individual classes have 

. unchanging preferences - the changing composition of the recreator population 

will make preferences appear to shift. It is also true that if different attributes 

have different values at different times of the year, then identical people who 

recreate at different seasons would falsely appear to have different preferences. 

So the fact that both sets of hypotheses are rejected does not definitively favor 

either explanation for the changing preferences, nor does it necessarily imply 

that both effects are simultaneously driving the results. 

To resolve this, we examined looked at several subsets of the data and tested 

similar hypotheses to those above. To test whether there are merely seasonal 

variations in preferences which are uniform across individuals we built a model 

for the 1295 summer trips taken by 272 people, 262 of which were taken by 98 

people who did not recreate in the xvinter. We included all of the variables in the 

original model which were relevant to summer trips, and interaction variables 

which are the product of the underlving variable with an indicator for whether 

the person was a winter non-recreator. We did not interact cost, nor any 

variables which were not estimable because of sites not chosen in the subsample. 

The h~pothesis that these coefftcients were all zero, that is to say that preferences 



were the same for these groups of people, was strongly rejected. Similarly, a test 

that non-summer recreators had the same preferences as all people who used the 

beach in the winter was strongly rejected. The Chi-squared statislies for these 

hypotheses are contained in table 5. 

We also looked at people who recreated in the summer but not the winter, and 

asked whether their behavior was different in the summer than in the fall and 

spring. We also looked at whether people who recreated in the winter but not 

the summer behaved differently in the winter than in the spring and fall. The 

hypotheses of constant behavior were strongly rejected in each of these cases. 

Because the sample is larger, and the trips were spread across all seasons, the 

most informative group to look at is people who recreate in both the summer 

and winter. Several hypotheses that their preferences are constant across seasons 

are rejected. Table 5 summarizes these results. 

Table 5 constancy w i t h i n  classes and w i t h i n  seasons 

ame wintertime preferences as 

ifferent preferences i n  summer 

ifferent preferences i n  winter 

/ summer+winter recreators have 

Ho 

wifttin-seasons Hypotheses 
w i p e  
same summertime preferences as 

/ different preferences in summer 1 (23)  1 1 
/ than other times I 1 1 

T i - s q u a r e  
(DF) 

38.50 

(20) 

pr 

0.0077 ' 



different preferences in summer or / (47) 1 1 
winter than other times I I 1 

0.0000 

0.0000 

summer+winter recreators have 
different preferences i n  winter 
than other times 
summer+winter recreators have 

These tests very strongly suggest that beach attributes have different impacts on 

users' utility at different times of the year, and that different classes of users 

place different values on the attributes. A final test of this analysis comes from 

estimating a model which includes interaction variables for the seasons and the 

classes of individuals. The model estimated is summarized below in Table 6. 

64.61 

(24) 

115.11 

Tests that any group of interaction terms, whether based on season or class of 

recreator, are zero are strongly rejected. This implies that neither explanation of 

seasonal variation in taste is adequate by itself. The data suggests that both 

proposed causes of seasonal change in preferences are at work, and must be 

included in models. 

One of the most common uses of these models is to explore the impact of quality 

changes at one or more beaches. It is worth noting that wlule the coefficients on 

cost are essentially constant across the models, the point estimate of the 

coefficient on the variable dgr is equal to 0.138 in Model 1,0.106 in the sununer 

and 0.256 in the winter in model 2, and can be as high as 0.438 in Model 4. This 

wide range of values implies that a seasonally-static model can dramatically 

misrepresent the tradeoff between quality and money, undermining any welfare 

analysrs. 



T a b l e  6 - ~ s t i m a t i o n  R ~ S U ~ ~ S  

summa, 
summer 
summer 
summer 
summer 
SYmmM 
summer 
eummar 
rumme, 
eummer 
rvmmer 
summer 
iummaf 
aummer 
eummec 
rumme, 
6"mmel 
IYmmer 
summer 
summe, 
summer 
summer 
summer 
IYmrnel 
,"I"ier 
Wl"1er 
w1ntar 
wtnter 
WlOtar 
winter 
winter 
winter 
w,ntsr 
winter 
win,er 
Wi"*B, 

winter 
wintar 
w/n,e, 
winter 
winie, 
wlnfer 
*Infer 
W/"!B/ 

winte, 
wintei 
Wi"tB, 

*in,er 

sandy 1 633 3 45 
rocky -0.606 .1 56 
beaChclubi 0315 i 62 
~ondoshcltsls 0607 265 
$101118 -1 474 -465 
~ommBrEl*I 1.754 441 
paning -2.276 -4 06 
rtreetpnhlng -0 734 -2 08 
blkeped 0.679 2 19 
plrygmvnd .0750 -353 
ShOWBrP 0 723 143 
d w M k  1.363 436 
plef -1 654 .3.62 
hartmmarba 0.984 3 29 
elipYmP$ 0.427 1 59 
turlerbePeh -2.667 -4.60 
fisherpler 0567 1.62 
rvnpsth 0592 140 
d i~~ Id fV lng  1.490 2 23 
k la~rume 3391 499 
aceanrldedum 2 513 3 13 
dgr 
*arrtdgr 
fldepools 
randy 
rocky 
bsschElubr 
Condonhotels 
stom 
commsrrlal 

. .- 
showers 
dwrok 
pler 
harbormarina 
allpumps 
~ u r i e r b e s ~ h  
iirherpler 
runpath 
diverdlvlng 
kldrzvma 
ousannlde.dum 
dgl 
warptdgt 
tiaspoalr 
**nay 
rocky 
beachclvbn 
Condo$hofeis 
*tore, 
~ommercial 
packing 
~fieetparking 
biksped 
ptayg<.,una 
rhowsrr 
dogso* 
pier 
hsrboimanna 
oiipumpo 
s".,eferbsash 
Iiaherpier 
ruopeth 
diverdiving 
kldrzuma 
oceaniide~dum 

MODEL 2 
SEASONAL VARIATION 
caehi6enl L-stel 

-0C96 -9 96 
-0 157 -083 
0090 072 
0915 1 7 2  
1626 2.37 
-0 152 -033 

MODEL3 
PANELIST VARIATION 

MODEL 4 
BOTH VARIATION 
coet1iCie"i Z-*,a, 

4096 -999 
0130 038 

-0 149 0 6 0  
0617 071 
1 054 1.26 

-0146 .031 
-0.858 0 9 1  
05W 0.52 



Table 6 (cont) - ~ s t i m a t i o n  Resu l ts  

Purnmer recreator 
rummet recrealor 
summer w e a t o r  
summer recreater 
summer recreator 
summer recream, 
* u m m  recreate, 
s u m m  recreate, 

summer recreator 
tummet recreatef 
lummer recreator 
summer recreator 
nummer r e ~ r ~ r t ~ r  
* m e ,  seereate, 
summer recreator 
summer recreatat 
summe REIQBIO, 
summer ,BCreato, 
S U m M  WCC-IDC 
* u r n  IFCfeatO, 
rvmmer reccertor 
summe, r e c e t ~ r  
cum- w e a t o r  
summer reweator 
whller mc'ealt 
winter recrestor 
winter reneator 
winter rec rea t~~  
winter reEreat0r 
winter recreator 
winter recrestot 
wmter recceato~ 
winter recreator 
winter recreator 
winter mreator 
winter recreate, 
WMler lRreZlOr 
winter vecrestor 
Winter RCCealM 
winter recreator 
winter recreator 
winter recreator 
wMter recreator 
rhifer recreator 
Wbter rKreBtor 
winter recreator 
winter reueator 
w,nter tecreator 
both recreator 
both fec,eatol 
Wth recreator 
bDth recreator 
both recreator 
bDth recreator 
both recreator 
both recreator 
both <ecrealoi 
b M  ,ec<eator 
both recieator 
both recreator 
both recreator 
bath recreator 
both recreator 
both tscreafor 
both recreator 
both reuealai 
both recreator 
both recreator 
both recreator 
both ieciealoi 
both iecreatoi 
both iecieatoi 

MODEL 1 
HOMOGENEOUS 
cOsnlclent z-st* 

dgr 
worddgr 
lIdepld6 
randy 
rochi 
m.hciubs 
condorhotall 
Ptorel 
commercial 

runplth 
diverdiving 
kI**"FM 
aceanrlde dum 

rocky 
beachdubs 
condasholeis 
atere* 
60mmP161S1 
paning 
streetpamins 
blkepd 
plsygrwnd 
shower* 
dogaok 
@lei 
harbormima 
otlpumps 
suiterbeach 
tbherpkr 
,""path 
dwerdlving 
kKtszuma 
oceanride .durn 

rocky 
beachc1ubri 
CondOlhOtU9 
1tDIeI 
commercial 
parktnp 
rtreetparking 
bikepd 
playgrouod 
showers 
dwsok 
P"' 
harbormarina 
oi ip~mps 
Eurteibesch 
fisherpier 
runpath 
diverdiving 
k'ldSLUma 
o ~ a n r l d e d u r n  

MODEL 2 
SEASONAL VARIATION 
coexicient Z-slat 

MODEL 4 
BOTH VARIATION 
Coeffic4eni L-s!at 

-0.173 -0.41 
0.292 1 08 
1.324 1.64 
1.577 1.21 



Further Work 

This analysis has shown that there are comparatively large differences in 

preferences at certain times of the year and between certain groups of users who 

can be easily classified by their behavior. The estimator assumed that 

preferences were described by fixed parameters and it used a conservative 

correction to covariance to account for clustering. The next step econometrically 

is to apply a mixed-logit estimator which explicitly handles the clustering and 

allows for random variation of taste in addition to the deterministic structural 

components we have discovered here. 

The classes of users described in this paper are determined solely by the timing 

of their beach trips. It is likely that preferred activities drive the seasonal 

patterns of beach visitation for some recreators, while others are driven by 

exogenous but unobservable schedule constraints. We plan to examine the 

relationship between activities and seasonal demand, and incorporate tlus into 

the models. 



Appendix A Variable Descriptions 

cost - travel cost to beach including mileage and value of travel time 

dgr - average HTB dry conditions grade for the beach for months in the wave 
worstdgr - worst HTB grade during the months of the survey 
tidepools - tidepools on the beach 
sandy - beach is sandy 
rocky - beach is rocky 
beachclubs - there are beachclubs on the beach 
condoshotels - there are condos or hotels on the beach 
stores - there are stores adjacent to the beach 
commercial - there are 10 or more concession stands or 10 or more restaurants 
parking - the beach has parking 
streetparking - there is parking on the street near the beach 
bikeped - there is a sidewalk or bike path on the beach 
playground - there is playground equipment on the beach 
showers - there are showers at the beach 
dogsok - dogs allowed 
pier - there is a pier at the beach 
harbormarina - the beach is in a harbor or near a marina 
oilpumps - oil pumps visible from beach 
surferbeach - beach good for surfing and recreator a surfer 
fisherpier - beach has a pier and recreator a fisher 
runpath - sidewalk or bikepath and recreator a runner or jogger 
diverdiving - beach has diving and recreator is a diver 
kidszuma - recreator has children and beach is Zuma 
oceanside-dum- beach is Oceanside 
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